Did You Know?

Time To Hit The Open Road? Rent An RV!
(NAPS)—Consumer
preferences
have changed drastically since the start
of the pandemic, with travel being no
exception. Thousands of Americans have
opted out of airline tickets and hotel reservations in favor of RV rentals, a safer
method of travel that allows for self-contained excursions with a bedroom, bathroom and kitchen all on-board.
As more Americans become increasingly comfortable with the idea of getting
back on the road, RV travel appears to
be making its way into the mainstream.
RVshare, the first and largest peer-topeer RV rental marketplace, has seen RV
bookings quadruple since last summer.
A Travel Sentiment survey conducted by RVshare found that nearly
70% of respondents plan to travel in
the next three months, with the majority reporting that they will not be flying
any time soon and would instead opt to
travel via RV.
Don’t own an RV? No problem.
RVshare lists more than 100,000 RVs
across the U.S. for rent by owners looking to make a second income off their
asset that otherwise might be sitting
unused. With options ranging from
a luxury motorhome to a confined
camper, there is something for everyone
at any pricepoint.
Tips for Renting an RV:
• Use a trusted site: Use a trusted site
like RVshare.com where your payment is protected and the owner of the
vehicle is verified. RVshare also offers
roadside assistance, 24/7 customer
service, insurance and other perks to
protect your trip and payment.

Thousands of Americans have
opted out of airline tickets and hotel
reservations in favor of RV rentals,
a safer method of travel that allows
for self-contained excursions with
a bedroom, bathroom and kitchen
all on-board. Learn how at www.
RVshare.com.

Lead-in copy for online posting

You can get your next vacation on
the road to fun, safety and savings
when you rent an RV.
• Have a plan before booking: Have an
idea of where you plan to take your
vehicle. Make a reservation to reserve
a spot at the campground. If you’re not
planning on staying at a campground,
factor in that you’ll be using the generator for an extended period of time,
which may cost extra.
• Enter your destination, dates and
filter by preferences: Start by filtering
by your pick-up destination, the dates
you’d like to rent the RV and filter any
other preferences you may have, like
pet-friendly or type of vehicle. Worried about driving a big rig? Find an
owner who offers delivery for a hassle-free experience.
• Review the full listing: The listing
is full of information including pricing, fees, rental amenities including
supplies on-board. RVs aren’t always
outfitted and you may have to bring
towels, linens and cookware.
Interested in learning more about
how to book an RV rental? Visit
RVshare.com.
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Twitter feed copy
Thousands of Americans have
opted to #travel #safely and #inexpensively by #renting an #RV. It allows
for self-contained #excursions with a
#bedroom, #bathroom and #kitchen
all on-board. #share #campground
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